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QUESTION 1

You must ensure that all records from the Customer table in the Alpha database are being moved to the Delta staging
database using the audit logs. In the Local Object Library, replicate the Alpha_NACustomer_DF data flow. Name the
replicated data flow Alpha_AuditCustomer_DF . Add the replicated data flow to a new job, Alpha_AuditCustomer_Job .
Set up auditing on the data flow Alpha_AuditCustomer_DF by adding an audit rule to compare the total number of
records in the source and target tables. How to Create a new batch job Alpha_AuditCustomer_Job . 

A. In the Local Object Library Data Flow tab right click the 

B. Alpha_NACustomer_DF data flow and choose Replicate . 

C. Rename the copied data flow Alpha_AuditCustomer_DF. 

D. Right click the Omega project in the Project Area. 

E. Choose New Batch Job 

F. Name the new job Alpha_AuditCustomer_Job . 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 2

How to View the data for both tables. Verify that both tables have the same column names, and that the target table is
empty? 

A. Click the View Data icon (magnifying glass) for the source table in the workspace 

B. Click the View Data icon (magnifying glass) for the target table in the workspace. 

C. Close both view data windows. 

D. Double click the target table. 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 3

You must calculate the total value of all orders, including their discounts, for reporting purposes. Currently these details
are found in different tables. Use the sum function to calculate the total value of orders in the Order_Details table. How
to Now that the expression can calculate the total of the order values, make it possible for the Query to begin at the first
order through the end of the records in the table by using the Group By tab. 

A. On the Mapping tab of the TOTAL_VALUE column, enter the expression: 

B. In the Query Editor , select the Group By tab. 

C. In the Schema In column, select the ORDERID field from the ORDER_DETAILS table and drag it to the Group By
tab. 
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D. Close the Editor. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

By which application you do View, analyze, and print graphical representations of all objects as depicted in the Designer
including their relationships, properties, and more? 

A. Administrator 

B. Impact and Lineage Analysis 

C. Operational Dashboard 

D. Data Validation Dashboard 

E. Auto Documentation 

F. Data Quality Reports 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

In the Alpha Acquisitions database, the country for a customer is stored in a separate table and referenced 

with a code. To speed up access to information in the data warehouse, this lookup should be eliminated. 

Use the lookup_ext function to exchange the ID for the country name in the customers table for Alpha with 

the actual value from the country table. 

How to Execute the Alpha_NACustomer_Job with the default execution properties after saving all objects 

you have created. 

A. In the Mapping tab, choose Functions. 

B. To use the default execution properties, choose OK. 

C. To return to the job workspace, on the toolbar, choose the Back icon. 

D. To open the data flow workspace, double click the data flow. 

E. Right click the target table and choose View Data. 

Correct Answer: BCDE 
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